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We prove two theorems about the completeness of Hoare’s logic for the partial correctness of while-programs over an 
axiomatic specification. The first result is a completion theorem: any specification (Z, E) can be refined to a specification (Z,, 
E,), conservative over (C, E), whose Hoare’s logic is complete. The second result is a normal form theorem: any complete 
specification (Z, E) possessing some complete logic for partial correctness can be refined to an effective specification (Z,, E,) 
conservative over (2, E), which generates all true partial correctness formulae with Hoare’s standard rules. 
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Introduction 

With the term Hoare’s logic we mean the for- 
mal system for the manipulation of statemenls 
about the partial correctness of wMe-programs 
first described in [13] and studied in [lo]. It is a 
two-tiered axiomatic system with axioms and proof 
rules for asserted programs linked by the Rule of 
Consequence to a conventional axiomatic theory 
which generates first-order assertions about the 
class of data structures on which the programs 
compute. In this note we will prove $a theorem 
about the completeness of the Hoare’s logic built 
from any axiomatic specification, and another the- 
orem which suggests that Hoare’s rules provide a 
system which is generic among all possible logics 
for partial correctness. 

Let (2, E) be some axiomatic specification 
where C is a finite signature and E a set of axioms 
written in L(Z), the first-order language over Z. 
Let HL(Z, E) be the set of L(Z)-asserted pro- 
grams provable in Hoare’s logic for (2, E). Let 
PC@, E) be the set of all L(Z)-asserted programs 
true in all models of (Z, E). The soundness of a 

Hoare’s logic is simply the inclusion HL( 2, E) c 

PC@, E). Let us say that the Hoare’s logic is 
logically complete if HL(Z, E) = PC(Z, E). This no- 
tion of completeness is the natural proof-theoreti- 
cal choice (one thinks of the Completeness The- 
orem for first-order logic) and is a companion to 
Cook’s semantical notion of completeness in [lo] 
which is based upon validity in a particular model 
of the specifying theory. There is no entirely gen- 
eral completeness theorem for Hoare’s logic. To 
take arithmetic, for example, only the Hoare logic 
made from complete number number theory is 
logicall!, complete [7]. However, we prove the fol- 
lowing ‘completion theorem’ in Section 3. 

0.1. Theorem. Any axiomatic specification ( Z, E) 
hauing infinite models only can be refined to a 
specification (Z,, E,) which proves precisely the 
same L(Z: ) assertions and yet posessses a logically 
complete Hoare logic HL(Z,, E,). 

The hypothesis about models in the above theo- 
rem is not problematic (in view of Proposition 1.2) 
but does leave an open problem (Question 3.5). 
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A specifying theory (Z, E) is complete if any 
L( 2) assertion can be decided from the axioms; 
given any sentence p E L( 2:) either El-p or EkTp. 
Our other result is the following ‘normal form 
theorem’ of Section 4. 

0.2. Theorem. Any complete specification (X:, E) 
possessing some complete logic for partial correct- 
ness can be refined to an effective spec$cation 
( 2,, E, ) which proves precisely the same L(Z) 
assertions and yet PC( Z, E) C HL( X0, E,). 

This note is a companion to the author’s paper 
[7] which is part of a series about Hoare’s logic 
and its proof theory [5,6,7,9] (see also [3,4]). Obvi- 
ously we are assuming readers to be familiar with 
ti-t: y+ers by Hoare [ 131 and Cook [ 1011; some 
other material we require will be carefully docu- 
mented in preliminary Sections 1 and 2. The inval- 
uable survey in [l] is also recommended. 

1. Assertions, specifications and programs 

Syntax. Let C be a finite signature - all signatures 
in this paper are finite. Let L(Z) be the first-order 
logical language with equality based on X. Let E 
be a set of (the universal closures of) assertions of 
L(Z); the pair (X, E) is a theory or, as we prefer in 
the present context, a specification. The set of all 
theorems in L(X) provable from E is denoted 
Thm( 2, E); we often wtite Ebp for p E Thtm(X, E) 
when p E L( 2) is understood. 

A specification (2, E) is complete if for any 
sentence p E L(X) either El-p or Eb,p. 

A specification (Z’, E’) is a refinement of speci- 
fication (2, E) if Z C Xc’ and Thm(C, E) C 
Thm( Z’, E’). Two specifications are logical& equiv- 
alent if each refines the other. 

The specification (Z’, E’) is a conservative re- 
finement of (Z, E) if (Y, E’) is a refinement of 
(2, E) in which for any p E L(X) 

E’I-p implies Ekp. 

The set of all while-programs based on ZZ is 
defined in the usual way using the syntax of L(X) 
and is denoted w%I:). By a specified or asserted 
program we mean a triple of the form L;p}S{q}, 
where S E %%j( 2:) and p, q E L( 2). 
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Semantics. The semantics of L(Z) is the satisfac- 
tion semantics of model theory. The validity of 
assertion p E L(Z) for structure A we write 11s 
A WI?. The class of all models of a specification (1% 
E) is denoted Mod(Z, E) or simply Mod(E) when 
Z is clearly understood in the context. For p E 
L(X) we write Mod(E)bp to mean for every A E 
Mod(Z), Abp. As far as any proof theory of a 
data type specification is concerned, the semantics 
of a specification (2, E) is Mod(X,E). 

1.1. G6del’s Completeness Theorem. Let (Z, E) be 
a specification. For P E L(C), Eb p if and only if 
Mod(E)kp. 

1.2. Proposition. Any axiomatic specification (I& E) 
can be reJned to a specification (2, E,) having no 
finite models but having the same infinite models as 

(Z E)- 

For the semantics of %@(I:) as determined by 
a structure A we leave the reader free to choose 
any sensible account of while-program computa- 
tions which applies to an arbitrary structure (for 
example, [lo], the graph-theoretic semantics in [ 121, 
the denotational semantics described in [2]). 

To the asserted programs we assign partial cor- 
rectness semantics: the asserted program {p}S(q} 
is valid on a structure A if for each initial state 
a 6~ States(A), A bp(a) implies either S(a) terminates 
and A t q(S(a)) or S(a) diverges; in symbols, 
Ac{p}S{q}. And the asserted program (p}S{q} is 
valid for a specification E if it is valid on every 
model of E; in symbols, Mod(E)c(p)S(q}. 

The partial correctness theory of a .tlructure A is 
the set 

PC(A) = ((Pvw :Ab {Pwi) 1 

and the partial correctness theory of a specification 
(Z, E:) is the set 

PC@, E) = { (p)S(q): Mod@, Eb(p)S(q)). 

The strongest postcondition of S E w(??( 2) and 
p E L(X) on structure A is the set 

SP,(lp, S) = {b E States A: 3a E States(A) 

[S(a) terminates in final state b 

and Akp(a)]). 
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1.3. Lemma. Ac(p}S{q} ifand only if 

SP,(p, S) C (b E States(A): Abq(b)) . 

Let A be a structure of signature Z. We say 
L(Z) is expressiue for ,?@?(Z) over A if for each 
S G %g( Z) and p E L(Z) the strongest postcondi- 
tion SPA@, S) is definable by an assertion of L(Z). 

Peano Arithmetic and Inductive Refinements. Let 
N be the standard model of arithmetic with primi- 
tive operations the successor function x + 1, addi- 
tion x + y, multiplication x l y, and with 0 as dis- 
tinguished constant. We shall use these notations 
for the functions and the functions symbols of its 
signature Z,. 

Peano arithmetic (PA) is built up as follows: 
Operator axioms: 1. 0 # x + 1 

Zx+l=y+bx=y 
3. x+0=x 
4. x + (y + 1) = (x + y) + 1 
5. x*0=0 
6. x*(y+ 1)=x-y+x 

Induction scheme: for each assertion p E L(Z,), 
containing free variable x, the 
following is an axiom: 
P(O) * WP(X) + P(X + 1 )I 

--* vx l p(x). 

That this simple axiomatic description of arith- 
metic captures all but the more esoteric properties 
of N makes it a natural object of study in the logic 
of programs [9]. But adding PA to a specification 
turns out to be a rather important idea, too (as 
confirmed by Basic Lemma 2.5). 

A specification (2, E) is an inductiue refinement 
of Peuno arithmetic if it is a refinement of PA and 
it allows induction in the following form: for any 
+(x) E L(Z) with free variable x 

Eb+(O) Mx[@(x)-+(x+ 1)] +Qx-#(x). 

A model A of (Z, E) is called stundurd if the 
8.-reduct of A, A 1 ZN 9 is isomorphic to I+J. 

For any specification (2, E) it is obviously of 
some interest to .look at the minimal inductive 
refinement of Peano and (X, E) made by adjoining 
Z, to E and PA to E and closing with the induc- 
tion scheme over Z U &, if necessary. Let this 

specification be called the Peano companion of 
(C, E) and denote it PA@, E). 

M Lemma. Let (2, E) bd! a specijkation. If A is a 
2 U c @ructure whose Sreduct satisfies the axioms 
E and whose &reduct is isomorphic to N, then A is 
u standard model of PA@, E). 

2. Hoare’s logic 

Hoare’s logic for while-programs over specifica- 
tion (C, E) with first-order assertion language L(Z) 
has the usual axioms and proof rules and these can 
be found in [ 131, [lo], [2] or [ 11. But needing an 
explicit citation is the rule of inference called the 
Consequence Rule: 

for S E WWZ), p, 9. pI, ql E L(Z), 

P’PI, (P,lS(q,)4+q 

(plS(q) 

and, in connection with it, the oracle of axioms: 
Each member of Thm(Z, E) is an axiom. The set of 
all asserted programs provable in Hoare’s logic for 
(C, E) we denote by HL(Z, E) and we write 
HLG, E)b{p}S(q) in place of {p}S{q} E HI-(% 
E). The following fact is obvious. 

2.1. Refinement Lemma. Let (2, E) and (Z’, E’? be 
specifications. If (Cl, E’) is a refinement of (Z, E), 
then HL(C, E) C HL(Z’, E’). Thur. if (Z, E) and 
(C’,E’) are equiualent specifications, then HL(Z, E) 
= HL(Z, E’). 

The corollary to Theorem I in [ lo] can be 
stated as follows. 

2.2, Soundness Theorem. For any specification 
(Z, E), HL(Z, E) c PC(X E). 

The Hoare’s logic for specification (5, id 
to be logically complete if HL( Z, E) z PC 

The completeness result deviced in [ 10) can be 

stated as follows. 

23. Cooh’s Compfeteness em. IA (2, E) bs a 
complete specijkution with mode/ A. If L(X) is 
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expressive for W9( Z ) over A, then HL( 2, El) = 
PC(A). 

In contrast to our notion of logical complete- 
ness which is a specification invariant and which 
derives from the Completeness Theorern 1 .l, the 
notion of adequacy involved in Theorem 2.3 de- 
pends upon specification and a particular model. 
Actually, the strength of the completeness assump- 
tion on the specification is enough to fuse the 
independent approaches [7]. 

2A. Theorem. Let (Z, E) be a complete specifica- 
tion. If (C, E) possesses a model A for which L( 2 ,I is 
expressive for %!Z?( Z), then HL( Z, E) = PC( 2, E) 
- the Hoare’s logic of (C, E) is logicallv completer. 

Complete specifications do not always provide 
logically complete Hoare logics; Presburger a&h- 
metic illustrates this [ 105). On the other hand 
incomplete specifications can provide logically 
complete Hoare logics; this is a valuable corollary 
of Theorem 3.1. 

Although expressiveness is not a proof theoreti- 
cal notion (ir is not preserved by elementary equiv- 
alence 17)) its role in structural completeness is 
echoed !n the present concern with logical com- 
pleteness. The following theorem about Peano re- 
finements is extracted from [9]. 

2.5. Basic Lemma. Let ( 1, E) be an inductive refine- 
ment of Peano arithmetk Given any assertion p E 
L(Z) and program S E %X?(Z) one can effectively 
calculate an assertion SP(p, S) E L(Z) such that 

(I) HUX E)k {p}S{SP(p, S)), 
(2) HL( 2, E)t- { p)S(q} if and on& if Ek SP(p, S) 

--, 49 
(3) Over each standard model A of (I=, E) the 

formula SP(p, S) defines the strongest postcondition 

SP,(Pl 9. 

It should be noted that Basic Lemma 2.5 pro- 
vides an entirely proof theoretical representation 
of the strongest postcondition calculus: statements 
(1) and (2) are responsible for the significance of 
the formula, staiement (3) is a semantic accessory 
so to say. 

We conclude our preliminaries with some re- 
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marlks on logics fop partial correctness. 
Quite obviously, for any specification (Z, E), 

HL(Z, E) is recursively enumerable (r.e.) in 
Thm(Z, E). Taking the weakest criterion one can 
sensibly use, we define any set fpc@, E) of as- 
serted programs which is r.e. in Thm(Z, E) to be a 
logic of partial correctness for the specification 

(Z E). 
A logic of partial correctness fpc(Z, E) is sound 

if f pc(Z, E) C PC@, E) and is logically complete if 
fpc(Z, E) = PC@, E). 

Following {S] it is easy to prove that PC( Z, E) is 
_ co-r.e. in Thm(Z, E); we ha*:t: the f&owing lemma 

in consequence. 

2.6. Lemma. There exists a sound and logically 
complete logic of partial correctness f pc(Z, E) for a 
specification (2, E) if and only if PC( Z, E) is 
recursive in Thm( Z, E). 

3. A completion theorem 

In this section we prove the following comple- 
tion theorem. 

3.1. Theorem. Let (2, E) be a specification having 
no finite models. Then there is a conservative refine- 
ment (I&,, E,) of (2, E) for which HL(Z,, E,) is 
Eogically complete. 

Proof. Let 2, = I: U Z N. For each countable ordi- 
nal (II we inductively define a set T, assertions from 
L(Z,) using Basic Lemma 2.5: for the basis, 

T, =: PA@, E); 

for each countable ordinal LY, 

T U+l =T,U(SP(p,S)-3q:p,qEL(Z,),SE 

~~(~)andMod(T,)c(p)S(q)); 

for each countable limit ordinal y, 

TY= u Tp. 
B<Y . 

Clearly, the countability of L(&,) entails that for 
some countable ordinal a, TY = TY+ 1. Let CI be the 
least such ordinal, the degree of (2, E), and set 
E, == To. 
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3.2. Lemma. HL( Z,, E, j is logical4 complete. 

Proof. Suppose Mod(E&{p}S{q}. Let y be the 
least ordinal index such that Mod(T,)b(p}S{q}. 
Then, obviously, y 6 o and, by construction, we 
know that 

SP(p,S)-qET,+,cE,. 

By Basic Lemma 2.5, 

HL(% E& (P)S(SP(P, 91 l 

Thus, by the Rule of Consequence, 

and we are done. 

3.3. Lemma. (Z,, E,) is conservati*je over (Z, E). 

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that p is an 
assertion of L(Z) such that 

E,bp but Ebrp. 

By the Completeness Theorem 1.1 there must exist 
a model A of signature 2 for E U {7p}. By the 
Downward Liiwenheim-Skolem Theorem, we may 
assume A to be countable and infinite by the 
hypothesis on (Z, E) hence we may choose func- 
tions on A to interpret the new symbols of Z, 
such that the augmented structure B is a standard 
model of PA&,, E,); in symbols B 1 x, = N. 

We shall prove that Bt; E,. Once this is done we 
may observe that BbE, U {-p} and so E,rrp, the 
required contradiction. 

We show that BbE, by induction on the ordi- 
nals indexing the construction of E,. The basis 
follows from Lemma 1.4. Assume B bTs( and con- 
sider T, + , . Let SP(p, S) -* q E Ta+, - Taq Then 
Mod(T,)c(p)S{q} and so Bb{p}§(q}. By Basic 
Lemma 2.5 we know that BbSP(p, S) --) q. There- 
fore, BbT,, ,. Lastly, if BbTJ for each j3 ( y, then 
Bb u a_,Tfi and this is BbT,. 

3.4. Corollary. Incomplete specifications may have 
logically complete Hoare logics. 

Two obvious, but important, questions arising 
from this argument are the following. 

35 Question. Is ahe hypothesis that (2, E) has no 
finite models necessary? 

3.6 Question. Can the set of axioms E, be proved, 
or chosen, to be a not too complicated set, for 
example an arithmetical set, or even a recursively 
enumerable set in certain circumstances? 

3.7. Observation. With the specification (Z,, E,) 
of Theorem 3.1 the following soundness property 
is true: let (p}S(q} be an asserted program over 
2, then HL(Z,, E&(p}S(q} implies (p)S(q} E 
PC@, E). 

Pm&ketch. Suppose that (p}S( q) @ PC( 2, E). 
Take A E Mod(E), a, b E States(A), k E o such 
that Abp(a), ‘91bIq(b) and AbS,(a)= b where 
S,(a) = b stands for a formula on L(Z) expressing 
that S terminates an a within k steps yielding 
outputs b. 

Let 

8 = 3ab[p(a) A &(a) = b A ,q(b)]. 

Then Ak8, thus Et+,0 because (Z:,, E,) is con- 
servative over (2, E). It follows that E, U { 8) has 
a model B with Bu (p}S(q}, thus (I,, E,)u(p}S(q}. 

4. A normal form theorem 

In this section we prove the following normal 
form theorem for Hoare-like logics. 

4.1. Theorem. Let (Z, E) be a specification which is 
complete. If the partial correctness theory PC(X, E) 
possesses a complete logic f pc( Z, E), then there is a 
recursive and conservatrve refinement (Z,, E, ) of 
(2, E) for which the standard Hoare logic HL( X0, 
E,) contains PC@, E). 

Proof. If (2, IF.) has a finite model, then for some 
R E o all models have R elements (by complete- 
ness); it is now straightforward to show that 
H(Z, E) is complete. So we assume (2, E) has no 
finite models. 

Froim the definitiou of a logic of partial correct- 
ness and Lemma 2.5 we know that PC@, E) 
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is recursive in Thm(Z, E). Formally, kt 
{{pi)Si{qi):i E a) be an enumeration of all as- 
serted programs with pi, qi E L( 2) and Si E %Cl’- 
Let (hi: i E o) be an enumeration of ,a11 assertions 
of L(Z) provable from E. The assumption that 
PC( 2, E) is recursively enumerable in Thm( 2, E) 
means that 

A= (i E W: (pi)Si(qi) E PC(Z, E)} 

is r.e. in B = (i E o: pi E Thm(Z, E)). and we can 
claim the following lemma. 

4.2. Lemma. There is a recursive function f : w --, w 

such that f(B) = A. 

Proof. For n E o, let D, be the uniquely de- 
termined set {a,,...,a,J such that n= 2”’ + 
l - l +2ak an.d a, C 9.. <a,if n>O, and D,=Bif 
n= 0. 

Recall from Rogers 1141 that as A is r.e. in B, 
there exists a total recursive function g such that 

GA * 3n,m,f(D”~B~~D,,&B 

Ag(n, m, e, i) = 0). 

Denoting by T the formula Vx(x = x) a formula 
F(n, m, 1, i) is defined as follows: 

F(n, m, f, i)= A ~j A A y+j 
.iED, je%, 

A ATVAT. 
( B times i times 1 

It is meant that from F(n, m, e, i) one can read off 
n, m, f and i immediately. Moreover, if D,, C_ B and 
Dm c B, then F(n, m, f, i) E B. 

The function f can now be given, after choosing 
k, to be some fixed element of A. 

If +j is of the form F(n, m, f, i) for some n, m, f, 
i E o (necessarily uniquely determined) and g(n, 
m, f, i) = 0, then f(j) = i, otherwise k,. 

It is not hard to verify that this f works. 

With the construction of Theorem 3.1 in mind 
and the association of Ip,,,,}S,,i,{q rci,) to +i, WQ set 
20 = ZZ U 2, and define 

E()= pA(xv E) u (SP(9iApl,i,9 s,,S) +qftil:ii@) 
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Obviously, (Z,, E,) is an r.e. refinement of (2, E); 
we have the show that its Hoare’s logic embraces 
PC@, E) and that it is conservative. 

4,,3. Lemma. PC(Z, E) C HL(X,, E,). 

P-f. Let {i;;}Sj{qj) E PC@, E) and choose some 
i E B such that f(i) = j. Because pi E Thm(E) we 
have 

E:,Fpj + +iAPj 

and by definition 

E,~SP(9iApj, Sj) ~ qj 

and thus 

1’L(c9 E,)I- (+i APj)sj(qj> * 

By the Basic Lemma 2.5 about inductive refine- 
ments 

To show that (Z,, E,) is a conservative refine- 
ment of (2, E) we need only show that E, is 
refined by the theory T,, the second stage in the 
construction of T, in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
IRemember that 

‘& = PA( 2, E) U (SP(p, S) + q: Mod(Pa( IZ, E)) 

QP)S(q))- 

IClearly, it is sufficient to check that for i E o 

Mod(pA(Z* E))r: (Si A Pf~i))sf@(clf~i)l 3 

in which case E, c T,. 
Here we need the completeness assumption on 

E which implies either Eb +i or Eb q+i. In the first 
case, +i E Thm(E), we get f(i) E A by Lemma 4.2 
and thus { pfti,} S,i,( q f(i)) E PC@, E)* 

Thus, 

(+i A Pf(i)) sfti)(qf(i)) E pc(xs E, c pc(pA(zv E))- 

In the second case, T+i E Thm(E>, we get 

(+i APf[i))sf@(qf(i)) E PC(PA(Z* E)) 

trivially. 
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Certainly, there are structures A possessing a 
complete logic for partial correctness and for which 
the standard Hoare logic is FXX complete (see [4]). 
But what comes to mind, xn addition to applica- 
tions, is the following. 

4.4. Question. Is the statement of Theorem 4.1 true 
without the hypothesis of completeness on the 
specification? 

An affirmative answer, which we think obtains, 
would be a strong statement about the genericity 
of Hoare’s logic. 
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